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INTRODUCTION

Total hip arthroplasty is a life changing procedure providing a significant improvement in the quality of life for those receiving treatment. To achieve these results there are important intra-operative and post-operative complications that patients and surgeons must both accept and work together to minimise. Important post-operative complications are venous thromboembolic disease, joint instability, leg length discrepancy and periprosthetic fractures and can be managed through the combined efforts of the orthopaedic multidisciplinary team approach. Reduction of trial prosthesis is an important intraoperative step relying heavily on surgical skill and must be performed correctly to minimise post-operative instability and leg length discrepancies. The process of reduction is one of the most critical intraoperative steps with the propensity to test even the most experienced surgeon. We report the rare occurrence of femoral head dislocation during trialling and offer our novel technique of trial head retrieval.

CASE REPORT

An 81-year-old male with severe osteoarthritis of the right hip joint underwent uncemented total hip arthroplasty. Five years previously he had successful laparoscopic right-sided resection for colon carcinoma and was in remission. He was otherwise fit and well. The DePuy CORAIL hip system was used. Once the patient was under general anaesthetic the hip was accessed through a lateral approach as described by Hardinge. Intraoperatively the 32mm trial head dislodged from the trial stem over the anterior rim of the acetabulum relocating to within the pelvic cavity. Time efficient retrieval was performed during primary surgery through a mini-incision at the iliac crest.

Osteophytes were noted at the anterior and inferior acetabular rim and were excised using an osteotome and diathermy. A 52-32mm polyethylene liner was inserted into a PINNACLE acetabular shell. The trial was prepared with a 12mm femoral rasp with standard neck and 32mm +5mm head. During attempted reduction, the trial head dislocated from the neck and fell anteriorly to the acetabular wall down into the pelvis resting as depicted in Figure 1. The trial head was initially easily palpable but after repeated attempts at removal it migrated further into the pelvis.
the pelvis. It could be identified with an extended finger against iliacus but concerted efforts to remove it with Lahey forceps and a scoop were unsuccessful.

Figure 1: Resting position of trial head.4

A separate incision of 60-70mm was made 50mm proximal to the anterior superior iliac spine. Utilizing a similar approach to that for iliac crest grafting or the medial part of the 1stwindow of an ilioinguinal approach the fascia was elevated over the inner table of the iliac crest ensuring no perforation into the peritoneum. At this point the lateral part of the iliacus was well visualised. After palpating the trial head against the innertable of the ilium it was easily extracted with a blunt haemostat. The whole exploration with incision to retrieval took less than 10 minutes. The wound was thoroughly washed and closed in layers of fascia, subcutaneous tissue and skin. The THA was subsequently completed with a 12mm collared standard neck on CORAIL femoral stem. Atrial 32mm +5 mm head was used again and reduced with the utmost caution. Stability checks were satisfactory and the remainder of the procedure was completed uneventfully. Figure 2 shows the radiograph of the total hip arthroplasty in situ.

Figure 2: Post-operative radiographs.

The patient made good post-operative recovery on the ward and was informed of the intra operative complications at the earliest opportunity. The both incisions healed well with no complications and the patient was followed up in clinic with excellent recovery.

DISCUSSION

Total hip arthroplasty (THA) is routinely performed surgery with good success and outcomes and a steep learning curve since its evolution.5,6 Around 80 000 primary THAs are performed in England and Wales each year with numbers rising.7 Various complications have been described with a few case reports of a dislocated trial head into the pelvis while performing a contemporary hip replacement described in the literature.8-15

There are also case reports of dual mobility bearing surface dislocations.16,17 This complication can cause concerns for patient safety with increased risk of infection whilst also being deeply frustrating for the operating surgeon.14 Methods of retrieval through a same or separate incision and during a separate procedure have also been described.9,10,14,18,19 The trial head can be left in the pelvis if not causing any obstructive symptoms.12 However, retrieval may be necessary due to the risk of later complications and infection.13,14 We describe a case similar to the ones in the literature, but with a novel safe and easy way of removal of the dislocated head at the time of primary surgery utilising an approach a general orthopaedic surgeon and resident would be familiar with.

Iliacus muscle originates in the iliac fossa on the inside of the pelvis with insertion at the lesser trochanter along with the tendon of psoas as shown in Figure 1. The safest approach for harvesting an iliac crest graft is by an incision parallel to the superior cluneal nerves and perpendicular to the posterior iliac crest.20 We used a similar incision to safely remove the head in a timely manner and to minimise the potentially serious sequelae from this complication.

CONCLUSION

Trial head dislocation is a rare complication in total hip arthroplasty. Conservative management by leaving the head within the cavity has been described previously but has associated risks of infection, discomfort and obstruction. Head retrieval at a second separate operation has also been described with the associated risks of repeat surgery. The novel approach we describe serves as a safe, practical and swift method of retrieval at the time of primary surgery through an approach familiar to the majority of orthopaedic surgeons.
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